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Abstract

This PhD thesis presents a study of structure-composition correlations of bioac-
tive glasses (BGs) by employing solid-state Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy.

Silicate-based Na2O–CaO–SiO2–P2O5 BGs are utilized clinically and are
extensively investigated for bone regeneration purposes. Once implanted in
the human body, they facilitate bone regeneration by partially dissolving in the
body fluids, followed by the formation of a biomimetic surface-layer of cal-
cium hydroxy-carbonate apatite (HCA). Eventually, the implanted BG totally
integrates with the bone. The bioactivity of melt-prepared BGs depends on
their composition and structure, primarily on the phosphorus content and the
average silicate-network connectivity (NC). We explored these composition-
structure relationships for a set of BGs for which the NC and phosphorus con-
tents were varied independently.

The short-range structural features of the glasses were explored using 29Si
and 31P magic-angle-spinning (MAS) NMR spectroscopy. 31P MAS NMR re-
vealed that the orthophosphate content is directly proportional to the total P
content of the glass, with a linear correlation observed between the orthophos-
phate content and the silicate network connectivity. The bearings of the results
for future BG design are discussed.

By using multiple-quantum coherence-based 31P NMR experiments, the
spatial distribution of orthophosphate groups was probed in the melt prepared
BGs, as well as in two mesoporous bioactive glasses prepared by an evaporation-
induced self-assembly technique. The results evidence randomly distributed
orthophosphate groups in the melt-prepared BGs, whereas the pore-walls of
the mesoporous bioactive glasses constitute nanometer-sized clusters of cal-
cium phosphate. The distribution of Na+ ions among the phosphate/silicate
groups were studied by heteronuclear dipolar-based 23Na–31P NMR experi-
ments, verifying that sodium is dispersed nearly randomly in the glasses.

The phosphorus and proton environments in biomimetically grown HCA
were investigated by using 1H and 31P MAS NMR experiments. Our studies
revealed that the biomimetic HCA shared many local structural features with
synthetic and well-ordered hydroxy-apatite.
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1. An Introduction to Bioactive
Glasses

1.1 Melt-Prepared Glasses

Glasses are very common in our daily life and have a wide range of applica-
tions, starting from very common uses like containers and window panels to
really advanced and specific uses such as lenses, in medicine as drug carriers
and also as nuclear waste disposal. Glasses are traditionally prepared by melt-
ing its precursors at elevated temperatures followed by rapid cooling (known
as quenching). This quenching process essentially preserves the molecular
level structure of the melt even after it solidifies, hence, a glass is considered
as a supercooled liquid [130]. That means cooling the glass-melt without any
crystallization and resulting in an amorphous (disordered) solid. When heating
the glass, the transition from solid to liquid occurs through a softening region.
The temperature at which the softening starts is known as the glass transition
temperature (Tg). Therefore, a glass can be broadly defined as an amorphous
inorganic solid having a glass transition temperature [109; 111; 130].

The shortest length-scale that is usually used to describe the structure of
a material is one atom and its 2-3 nearest neighbours [54]. Solids and liq-
uids usually have some well defined structural units on this scale (< 0.35 nm),
which is known as short-range order. In crystalline solids, on the other hand,
the structural order is present over much longer distances (& 1.0 nm), and
therefore the atoms occupy well-defined sites in a three-dimensional periodic
array, usually called a lattice. Such crystalline materials have long-range, as
well as short-range, order [54]. For example, in crystalline SiO2 (e.g, quartz),
the interconnected SiO4 tetrahedra will stay in a well-defined periodic three
dimensional network (see Fig. 1.1(a)). However, glasses lack any long-range
order, even though they can have a relatively well defined short-range order.
In amorphous silica, the SiO4 tetrahedra are linked together, but their interte-
trahedral Si–O–Si bond angles, as well as the Si–O bond lengths within the
SiO4 units, vary among different silicate units [21; 81; 98]. This results in a
completely randomized SiO4 network, as shown in Fig. 1.1(b).

Certain amorphous materials have order over length scales that are longer
than that associated with the "typical" short-range order, but not that exten-
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Figure 1.1: Crystalline and amorphous SiO2.

sive as long-range order. This intermediate regime between "short" and "long"
range order is known as medium-range order (≈0.35 nm-1.0 nm).

Oxide-based glasses are formed by interconnected polyhedra (e.g., SiO4,
PO4, BO3) called network formers. Adding alkali/alkaline-earth metal cations
or rare-earth cations will break up the glass network and therefore lower the
melting point of the glass. These cations are known as network modifiers.

1.2 Bioactive Glass

The use of synthetic materials to replace/strengthen the human body parts dates
back to thousands of years. Some of the Egyptian mummies were found with
gold dental prostheses [103]. The most common ’biomaterials’ used in the pre-
Christian era were copper and bronze, which created problems because of their
toxicity [23]. However, until the 19th century, these materials were still the
choice for implants [23]. At the turn of 20th century, synthetic plastics became
available [23; 68; 101]. The ease of fabrication led to extensive implantation
experiments [68]. During this time many other implants mainly made up of
metals or ceramics were also tested [23]. But they all tend to fail in time
because the body will treat these implants as foreign objects and try to isolate
them by forming a fibrous tissue around it [3; 4; 25; 78]. This led to the search
of an ideal material that can naturally integrate with both hard and soft tissue.

In the early 1970s, Hench and co-workers introduced the first bioactive ma-
terial "45S5 Bioglass®" [50], which is a melt-prepared soda-lime-phosphosilicate
glass with the nominal composition 24.35 mol% Na2O, 26.91 mol% CaO,
46.14 mol% SiO2 and 2.60 mol% P2O5. Once implanted in the body, it was
able to bond to the bone. "A bioactive material is one that elicits a specific
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biological response at the interface of the material which results in the for-
mation of a bond between the tissues and the material" [48]. Once a bioactive
glass (BG) is implanted in the body, it first forms a layer of amorphous calcium
phosphate (ACP) that later crystallizes into hydroxy-carbonate apatite (HCA),
the inorganic constituent of bone. The soft-tissue bonding ability of Bioglass®
was first shown by Wilson et. al. [129] in 1981.

Based on their bonding ability, bioactive glasses are classified as "Class
A", "Class B" and "Class S" [48; 49]. "Class A" bioactivity generally initiates
osteoconduction, which is the ability of an implant material to support the
attachment of bone-forming cells and subsequent bone growth at the implant
surface [48], as well as osteo-production, which is the ability to enhance bone
proliferation [48; 49] as the result of rapid reactions on the bioactive glass
surface. These surface reactions involve the ionic dissolution and formation of
a critical concentration of soluble Si, Ca, P, and Na ions in the physiological
environment, which will trigger the bone formation at the glass surface, as well
as at the interface. A "Class B" bioactive material exhibits slow rates of bone-
bonding and bone-growth [48; 49], due to their slow surface-reactions and the
hindered ionic release. Bioactive glasses that exhibit fast surface-reactions
and bond both with hard and soft tissues are classified as "Class S" bioactive
glass [49].

1.3 Glass Structure

To understand the bioactivity of bioactive glasses precisely, one needs to know
its dissolution properties in the body fluids. The dissolution of the glass mainly
depends on the glass structure. Therefore, it is very important to first dis-
tinguish the complex interplay between the composition/structure factors that
dictate the solubility.

Soda-lime-phosphosilicate glasses contain both SiO2 and P2O5 network
formers, where P mainly present as orthophosphate units. Therefore, the glass
network mainly comprises interconnected SiO4 tetrahedra. Alkali and alkaline-
earth metal oxides added into the glass interrupt the silicate network. The intro-
duction of such modifier ions to the melt reduces the silicate network polymer-
ization by breaking Si–O–Si bonds, where bridging oxygen (BO) atoms will
convert into nonbridging oxygen (NBO) anions, (as shown in Fig. 1.2) that are
charge-balanced by the Na+/Ca2+ cations. The resulting glass structure is a
random network, a concept first introduced by Zachariasen in 1932 [138]. We
use the Qn

T notation to denote the different T O4 species present in the bioactive
glass, where n represents the number of BO atoms for that particular Q species
and T represents either Si or P. The different Qn

Si and Qn
P species that are present

in a silicate-based bioactive glass are depicted in Fig. 1.3. The silicate network
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Figure 1.2: The effect of modifier ions on the glass network.

connectivity (NSi
BO) is the average number of BO per Si tetrahedron [33] and

can be calculated either from the relative Qn
Si population (obtained from 29Si

nuclear magnetic resonance spectra) according to

NSi
BO = ∑nxn

Si, (1.1)

where xn
Si is the relative fraction of the respective Qn

Si group and from the com-
position according to

NSi
BO = 2(4− rSi), (1.2)

where rSi is the average number of oxygen atoms per Si tetrahedron. Provided
that all P is present as Q0

P species, rSi may be calculated from

rSi =
nO−4nP

nSi
, (1.3)

where nE is the stoichiometric amount of element E. It is believed that rel-
atively open glass-networks, built mainly by Q2

Si/Q
3
Si groups, provide an op-

timal bioactivity. Strnad [117] and Hill [52] introduced and applied the net-
work connectivity concept to explain bioactivity-composition relationships of

Figure 1.3: All possible Qn
Si species present in a silicate glass.
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silicate-based bioactive glasses. A recent study suggested that the range of
2.0. NSi

BO . 2.6 is a prerequisite for the bioactivity [33].
It is well established that in silicate-based bioactive glasses, phosphorus

stays predominantly as orthophosphate units (Q0
P), provided that there is enough

modifier ions to charge-balance all PO3−
4 ions [30; 33; 34; 75; 85; 136]. This

feature is important for the easy release of PO3−
4 species along with Ca2+ ions,

which facilitate the ACP/HCA formation in the (simulated) body fluids.

1.4 Mesoporous Bioactive Glasses

Bioactive glasses were initially prepared by the traditional route, i.e., quench-
ing melts of the precursors (e.g., Na2O, CaO, SiO2 and P2O5) [48; 50; 61;
108; 124]. A large amount of network modifiers, especially Na2O, is required
to lower the melting point of the glass. However, the introduction of the sol-
gel technique made it possible to prepare silica-rich bioactive glass compo-
sitions [74]. The sol-gel method helps in synthesizing homogeneous glasses
at much lower temperatures than the melt-prepared counterpart and they usu-
ally display higher bioactivities [60; 61; 74; 97; 124]. The bioactivity of gel-
prepared BGs is less dependent on their precise composition [43; 61; 124].

The introduction of mesoporous bioactive glasses (MBGs) by Yan et al. [134]
stimulated further exploration of glasses of the CaO-SiO2-P2O5 systems. Meso-
porous bioactive glasses feature an ordered pore structure, while the pore-
wall remain amorphous. MBGs were produced by an evaporation-induced
self-assembly (EISA) process [19] with using non-ionic block-copolymers as
structure-directing agents [139], which results in a material with ordered pores.
These MBGs were developed further by several groups [76; 108; 112; 132;
133; 135]. The bioactivity of the MBGs are believed to be better than the
conventional melt-prepared glasses due to their high surface area and inter-
connected pores. The pore texture plays a dominating contribution in in vitro
bioactivity [76; 112; 133–135]. The presence of Si-OH groups at the MBG
surface makes these glasses bioactive with 100% SiO2 (however, with low
bioactivity) [131; 133; 134] and the presence of P2O5 and CaO will enhance
the bioactivity further [108; 133; 134].

1.5 Bioactivity Testing

In the course of developing new biomaterials, it is very important to evaluate
their bioactivity, i.e., the bone bonding ability. In general there are two meth-
ods for this purpose, (i) in vivo and (ii) in vitro. In reality, only the in vivo
bioactivity has a real meaning and the in vitro bioactivity is just an indicator
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Table 1.1: Ionic concentration and pH of simulated body fluid (SBF) and hu-
man plasma. Reprinted from ref. [66], Copyright 2006, with permission from
Elsevier.

ion SBF plasma
(mM) (mM)

Na+ 142 142
K+ 5.0 5.0
Mg2+ 1.5 1.5
Ca2+ 2.5 2.5
Cl− 147.8 103.0
HCO−3 4.2 4.2
HPO2−

4 1.0 1.0
SO2−

4 0.5 0.5
pH 7.25 7.20 –7.40

thereof.

1.5.1 In vivo and In vitro Testing

In vivo is Latin and means “within the living”. In this method, the material is
implanted in the living body of animals to access the bioactivity, when it comes
in contact with the living tissue. Usually the development of a silica-gel and the
subsequent formation of a nano-crystalline hydroxy carbonate apatite (HCA)
layer on the surface of the implanted material is a prerequisite for materials to
be bioactive. It is a very important to test the in vivo bioactivity of any material
before using it in a human body.

In vitro is Latin word and means “in the laboratory glassware”. In this
method, materials do not interact directly with the living organism but are im-
mersed in an acellular simulated body fluid (SBF) that has the same ionic con-
centrations as the physiological fluids (see; Table 1.1).

It is useful to assess the in vitro bioactivity prior to in vivo testing. In vivo
studies require animal sacrifices and are less reproducible, more costly, and
among all other issues, involve ethical issues. Due to all unfavorable aspects,
one should minimize the in vivo studies. Moreover, the in vitro method can
offer a more controllable testing environment.

The in vitro testing can be performed using a simple buffered solution or
one that mimic the composition of inorganic constituents of human body flu-
ids. More complex solutions that contain some biological moieties such as
proteins or cells may also be utilized, thus one can make the in vitro conditions
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more close to the in vivo conditions. Since one needs to ensure that the in vitro
testing will reproduce the in vivo conditions as close as possible, while isolat-
ing the important aspects of the complex situation of in vivo testing conditions,
the choice of the solution used to simulate the in vivo reactions occurring at the
surface of the biomaterial, is very important in the in vitro testing.

The choices of the testing condition (dynamic or static) to simulate the
bioactivity are very important because it can affect the dissolution rate and
thereby the local ion release and the pH of the testing solution. Many studies
are performed under ’static’ conditions, which means that the solution used in
the in vitro testing is not changed during the course of the experiment. In other
studies (dynamic), the testing solutions are periodically changed and refilled
with fresh solutions [57]. In some recent bioactivity testings, the solution is
continuously circulated [104], so that one can ensure a constant supply of ions
during the testing period and avoid problems such as homogeneous precipi-
tation of hydroxy-appatite. It is very difficult to prove, which experimental
method is the best to emulate the in vivo situation. Even though the body flu-
ids circulate at the interface of the implant, the extent of this circulation is very
low and far from well-defined. It has been show experimentally that the "static
method" quickly induces local saturation of the solution, so that the calcium
phosphate precipitates faster, and the local pH increases much more compared
with tests using the "dynamic method" [104].

1.5.2 Simulated Body Fluids

The earliest bioactivity test of materials were carried out in a simple TRIS-
buffered solution [24]. TRIS base (tris-hydroxy methyl amino methane) has a
pKa of 8.07 at 25◦C and can conveniently be utilized to buffer solutions in the
pH-range∼7.1-9.1 because it is devoid of any ions other than the ones that are
dissolved from the immersed material.

The bone-bonding ability of bioactive glasses is often evaluated in vitro by
examining the ability to form HCA on the glass surface in a simulated body
fluid (SBF) [65]. This concept was introduced by Kokubo et. al. in 1991.
SBF is an aproteic and acellular solution with the same ionic constituents and
concentrations as human blood plasma. Bohner and Lemaitre questioned the
suitability of SBF for bioactivity evaluations and their accuracy for predicting
in vivo performance [16]. Yet, it is widely accepted that SBF can be useful
to predict the bioactivity and the validity of the SBF method for evaluating
the bone-bonding ability (in vivo) has been explored systematically by several
groups [18; 47; 61; 66; 93; 108]. The correlation of the ability of forming
apatite on various materials in SBF with in vivo bioactivities is extensively
studied. In general, it was concluded that the examination of apatite forma-
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Figure 1.4: Schematic illustration of the initial reaction sequence of Hench
Mechanism, which leads to the HCA formation according to Hench and co-
workers [24; 48; 49]. Adapted from ref. [44] by permission of The Royal Society
of Chemistry.

tion on a material in SBF is useful for predicting the in vivo bone bioactivity
of a material, and the number of animals used in and the duration of animal
experiments can be reduced remarkably by using this method.

Both SBF and blood plasma are saturated with respect to hydroxyapatite.
Because of this reason, only a few nucleation sites are sufficient to observe
HA nucleation at the surface of a material. This will allow the use of SBF for
studying the bioactivity of materials that are devoid of calcium and phosphate
as constituents.

1.6 Mechanism of Bioactivity

The bioactivity of bioactive glasses are very much dependent on their compo-
sition, structure and texture [18; 48; 61; 108]. The HCA formation mechanism
involves some specific steps, which are believed to be similar for all bioactive
glasses [44; 48; 108]: it starts with glass dissolution, followed by the formation
of a silica-gel layer that facilitates the absorption of Ca2+ and PO3−

4 ions on
its surface to form amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP) that eventually crys-
tallizes to HCA. [48; 51] Clark and Hench first proposed a reaction sequence
comprising five main steps that accounts for the formation of HCA at the BG
surface on its exposure either to body fluids in vivo or to a simulated body
fluid (SBF) in vitro [24; 48]. The five key steps, which are involved in the
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bone bonding of bioactive glasses are listed below,

1. The modifier cations (mainly Na+) in the glass exchanges with H+ ions
in the (simulated) body fluid. This leads to the formation of Si-OH
groups.

2. Further hydrolysis of Si–O–Si bridges will disrupt the glass network and
the silanol groups (mainly monomers or dimers) will be released to the
solution.

3. Condensation of silanol groups (Si–OH + Si–OH → Si–O–Si + H2O)
takes place, in which the disrupted glass network changes its morphol-
ogy to form a gel-like surface layer of silica, devoid of sodium/calcium
ions.

4. Accumulation of Ca2+ and PO3−
4 around the silanol groups results in

precipitation of an amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP) layer on the
silica-gel surface.

5. Incorporation of OH− and CO2−
3 from the solution and subsequent crys-

tallization of the ACP to a nano-crystalline hydroxy carbonate apatite
(HCA) that mimics the mineral phase which is naturally contained in
the vertebrate bones.

This bioactivity mechanism is henceforth referred to as the Hench mech-
anism (HM) and is depicted schematically in Fig. 1.4. After these physico-
chemical reactions, biological moieties start to interact with the surface of the
implant. Collagen molecules are incorporated in the HCA layer, followed by
a cell response. A large number of experimental results and numerical studies
overall validated the HM [24; 44; 48; 61; 92; 96; 119; 120; 124]. Yet, many
details are not well understood, particularly the optimal silicate surface char-
acteristics and the elementary reactions that initiate ACP formation, as well as
details about the ACP→ HCA crystallization.
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2. Basic Principles of Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance

2.1 Overview

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) is a very important spectroscopic tool,
which can provide information about the structure and dynamics of materi-
als [62; 72]. Even though NMR was invented by physicists [15; 102], its wide
application made it a very popular analytical tool among researchers in the
field of chemical, biological and medical sciences. Unlike X-ray crystallogra-
phy, NMR is applicable to all three states of matter i.e., liquid, solid (crystalline
and non-crystalline) and gaseous form [72]. The rapid developments of NMR
hardware expand its applicability every year.

2.1.1 Spin Angular Momentum

Every atom is composed of elementary particles; they possess four funda-
mental properties such as mass, electric charge, magnetism and spin. For
mass, electric charge and magnetism, there is a macroscopic counterpart which
makes it easy to visualize, while there is no macroscopic counterpart for "spin".
The spin angular momentum ("spin") is an intrinsic property of the electrons
and the nuclei of many isotopes [72]. The atomic nucleus is composed of the
elementary particles protons and neutrons. Therefore, the spin of each nucleus
is determined by the addictive effect of these elementary particles. The re-
sulting spin quantum number will have either an integer (including zero) or a
half-integer value. Almost all elements in the periodic table have at least one
isotope with a non-zero spin angular momentum. In this thesis, I mainly focus
on the following nuclei with a spin I = 1/2 (1H, 13C, 29Si, 31P ) and I = 3/2
(23Na). The spin angular momentum is a vector I and its direction may be
referred to the spin polarization axis [72]. Those nuclei with a non-zero spin
quantum number have a macroscopic magnetic moment, represented by the
vector µµµ , which can be expressed as

µµµ = γI, (2.1)
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Table 2.1: List of nuclear isotopes that I have used in this thesis and their prop-
erties.

Nuclei Spin Natural abundance Magnetogyric ratio
(%) (107rads−1T−1)

1H 1/2 99.985 26.7522
13C 1/2 1.1 6.7283

23Na 3/2 100 7.0808
29Si 1/2 4.7 −5.3190
31P 1/2 100 10.8394

where γ is called the magnetogyric ratio, a characteristic constant of the partic-
ular isotope. The magnetogyric ratio could be either positive or negative [72].
For nuclei with positive value of γ (e.g., 1H, 13C, 31P, 23Na), the magnetic mo-
ment is parallel to the spin polarization axis. For nuclei with negative value
of γ (e.g., 29Si), the magnetic moment is opposite in direction of the angular
momentum [72]. The NMR properties of the nuclei that I have used in this
thesis are listed in Table 2.1.

2.1.2 Spin Ensemble and Longitudinal Magnetization.

NMR experiments are generally conducted on samples containing a very large
number of nuclear spins (normally > 1015), which is referred to a spin ensem-
ble [72]. In the absence of an external magnetic field, the spin-polarization axis
of each spins is randomly oriented in space, as depicted in Fig. 2.1(a). Now
assume that the sample is placed in a strong external magnetic field B0 (by
convention defined as the z-axis): the spin-polarization axes of the ensemble
now tend to orient along the direction of the applied magnetic field. Over time,
a net magnetic moment called the magnetization vector (M) builds up along
the axis of the applied magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 2.1(b). The net magne-
tization along the direction of the applied magnetic field is called longitudinal
magnetization. The inverse rate of this magnetization buildup is known as the
spin-lattice relaxation time constant T1.

2.1.3 Larmor Precession

In the presence of a magnetic field, each spin present in the sample start to
rotate around the direction of the applied magnetic field. This rotation is called
"precession" and its rate is called Larmor frequency (ω0):

ω0 =−γB0. (2.2)
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Figure 2.1: (a) Spin ensemble without external magnetic field. (b) Net magneti-
zation buildup in the presence of an external magnetic field.

γ is specific for a given type of nucleus and the Larmor frequency of a par-
ticular nucleus is directly proportional to the applied magnetic field. For nu-
clei with a positive magnetogyric ratio, the precession is clockwise and it is
counter-clockwise for nuclei with a negative magnetogyric ratio [72].

2.1.4 Transverse Magnetization and NMR Signal

The net magnetization formed along the applied external magnetic field is very
weak compared to the applied field and we cannot detect the magnetization
parallel to the z-axis. In order to detect an NMR signal, one needs to flip away
the net magnetization from the z-axis. This can be achieved by using an rf-field
of an appropriate frequency (resonance frequency) and strength. The rf-field is
generated in a coil, which is perpendicular to the applied magnetic field. The
burst of rf-irradiation (know as a pulse) flips the net magnetization away from
the z-axis and the flip angle can be expressed as

βp = ωnutτp, (2.3)

where τp is the duration of the rf-pulse and ωnut = −γB1 is the nutation fre-
quency and B1 is the strength of the rf-pulse. The rf-pulse flips the net mag-
netization away from the z-axis and by applying a betap = 90◦pulse one bring
the net magnetization to the xy-plane, also known as the transverse plane. The
magnetization in the transverse plane is called transverse magnetization. Fig-
ure 2.2 schematically illustrates the generation of a transverse magnetization
by rotating the longitudinal magnetization around the x-axis using a (π/2)x

pulse. The phase of the pulse determined by the rotation axis. Once the rf-
pulse stopped, the net magnetization starts to oscillate around the static mag-
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Figure 2.2: Conversion of longitudinal magnetization to transverse magnetiza-
tion by an (π/2)x pulse, where the subscript (the "rf phase") indicates rotation
around the x-axis of the transverse plane.

netic field at the Larmor frequency. This oscillating magnetic field induces
a small current in the coil (which will eventually decay to zero with time),
known as the NMR signal or free induction decay (FID). The rate of this trans-
verse mangetization decay will depend on the spin-spin relaxation time con-
stant T2 [72]. By using a Fourier transform (FT) of the induced time domain
signal, one gets the frequency domain signal, usually called an NMR spec-
trum [72].

2.1.5 Direct Excitation NMR Experiments

One-pulse acquisition is the simplest NMR experiment to perform, also known
as single pulse or direct excitation. The pulse is characterized by its power,
phase and duration. Figure 2.3 illustrates the single pulse experiment and the
corresponding NMR spectrum.

Figure 2.3: Single pulse experiment and the NMR spectrum.

2.1.5.1 spin-1/2 nuclei

Direct excitation of a spin-1/2 nucleus using a single 90◦ pulse usually provides
quantitative information about the site populations by using sufficient delay
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between successive scans to make sure that all atomic sites are relaxed back to
thermal equilibrium (usually ≥ 5×T1).

2.1.6 Coherence Order

Coherences can be classified according to a coherence order, p, which is an
integer taking values 0,±1,±2, . . . ,±m. This classification comes from the
way different coherences respond to a rotation about the z-axis [62]. A single-
quantum coherence (1QC), i.e., transverse magnetization is associated with
p =±1, a double quantum coherence (2QC) is associated with p =±2, and so
on. The longitudinal magnetization is not a coherence, but is equivalent with
p = 0.

2.2 Introduction to Solid-State NMR

2.2.1 Spin Interactions

Nuclear spins interact with their surroundings. Based on their origin, spin
interactions is divided into external and internal interactions [72]. I already
discussed the external interactions (e.g., applied magnetic field and rf-field). In
this section I mainly focus on the internal interactions. The important internal
interactions in the scope of this thesis are chemical shift, direct dipole-dipole
and quadrupolar interactions. Internal interactions can also be divided into
orientation dependent and orientation independent interactions. In liquid-state,
fast molecular reorientations effectively average out all orientation dependent
interactions. Therefore, orientation dependent interactions are mainly active
only in solids and oriented liquids, where the molecular dynamics are absent
or very restricted.

2.2.2 Chemical shift interaction

Chemical shift interaction is the interaction of a nuclear spin with the applied
magnetic field through the surrounding electronic cloud of the atom/molecule
[72]. The external magnetic field induces a current in the electronic cloud of an
atom or molecule in the sample. These currents induce a small local magnetic
field (Binduced). Therefore, the effective magnetic field (Beff) experienced by
the nuclear spin will be the sum of the applied and the induced magnetic fields:
Beff = B0 +Binduced. The interaction of the applied magnetic field and the nu-
clear spin through the electronic could is schematically depicted in Fig. 2.4:
this corresponds to the "chemical shift".

Compared to the external magnetic field, the magnitude of the induced
field is very small, but this small differences in the induced magnetic field
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Figure 2.4: Interaction of the applied magnetic field and nuclear spin through
the electronic cloud. Adapted from [72] by permission of John Wiley & Sons
Ltd.

make it possible to differentiate nuclei with a slightly different electronic envi-
ronments. The strength of the induced magnetic field is directly proportional to
B0 and makes small differences in the resonance frequency of the nuclear spins
in the same molecule. The resonance frequency of a spin site j is proportional
to the external magnetic field strength

ω j = γ jBeff, (2.4)

where γ j is the magnetogyric ratio of spin j.
As a result, NMR peaks of the same sample appear at different resonance

frequencies depending on the external magnetic field strength B0, which makes
it difficult to compare NMR spectra recorded at different magnetic fields. One
can overcome this problem by using a reference sample and quote the chemical
shift on an universal scale (in ppm) with respect to the reference sample. The
shift is then independent on the magnetic field strength [62; 72]. The chemical
shift in ppm of a spin-site j relative to a reference compound can be expressed
as

δ j =
ωrf−ωref

ωref
, (2.5)

where ωrf and ωref are the resonance frequencies of site j and the reference
compound, respectively. Chemical shift interaction have both an orientation-
independent part (isotropic chemical shift) and an orientation-dependent part
known as chemical shift anisotropy (CSA).

2.2.3 Dipolar interaction

The magnetic moments of two nuclei can interact through space if they are
close enough, as depicted in Fig. 2.5. This through-space interaction is called
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Figure 2.5: Schematic illustration of two interacting magnetic dipoles with the
strength of this interaction b ∝ r−3. For simplicity, only the magnetic field gen-
erated by the j spin is indicated. Adapted from [72] by permission of John Wiley
& Sons Ltd.

the direct dipole-dipole coupling or direct dipolar coupling. The direct dipolar
coupling of identical and unlike spin species are called homonuclear and het-
eronuclear coupling, respectively. They are very useful to measure internuclear
distances in materials because the strength of the dipolar coupling between two
spins is proportional to the inverse cube of the internuclear distance r jk. For
the homonuclear case it can be expressed as

b jk =−
µ0γ2h̄
8π2r3

jk
, (Hz), (2.6)

where γ is the magnetogyric ratio of the j and k spins. For the heteronuclear
case the equation becomes

bS–I =−
µ0γIγSh̄
8π2r3

S–I
, (Hz), (2.7)

where γI and γS are the magnetogyric ratios for I and S spins, respectively.

2.2.4 Quadrupolar interaction

Nuclei with spin I >1/2 have an asymmetric nuclear charge distribution. The
degree of this asymmetry is reflected by the nuclear quadrupole moment de-
noted by eQ, where e is the elementary charge and Q is the nuclear quadrupole
moment. The quadrupole moment of the nucleus interacts with the surround-
ing electric field gradients (EFG), with the principal component denoted eq.
This interaction is know as the quadrupolar interaction, whose magnitude is
given by the quadrupolar coupling constant CQ:

CQ =
e2qQ

h
, (2.8)
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where eq is the electric field gradient and h is Plank’s constant. The quadrupo-
lar frequency ωQ (rad/s) or νQ (Hz) is given by

νQ =
ωQ

2π
=

3CQ

2I(2I−1)
. (2.9)

2.3 NMR of Powders

There is a wide interest towards solid-state NMR in many research fields with
materials such as ceramics, polymers, biomolecules and glasses [9; 27; 35;
63; 79; 82; 83; 107; 110]. Solid-state NMR was implemented much later than
NMR applied to isotropic or partially oriented phases. This is probably due
to the very broad features of solid-state NMR spectra of solids especially for
the non-crystalline samples, which make the data interpretation a challenging
task in many cases. Moreover, the materials under investigation are often not
perfect crystalline, but rather a powder of small crystallites or an amorphous
solid. A powdered sample consists of millions of randomly oriented crystal-
lites. In such a system, the orientation dependent part of the spin interactions
does not vanish and the spectrum arising from each crystallite depends upon
its own orientation with respect to the surrounding and the applied magnetic
field [79; 83]; see Fig. 2.7(a).

2.4 Magic-Angle-Spinning

In solid-state NMR spectroscopy, the magic-angle spinning (MAS) [5–7; 38;
77] is an essential technique to significantly improve the sensitivity/resolution
of solid-state NMR spectra. This is achieved by rapidly rotating the sample
about an axis oriented at an angle called "magic angle", tan−1

√
2≈54.74◦ with

respect to the static magnetic field B0 (see Fig. 2.6). Spinning the sample at
magic-angle partially mimic the molecular tumbling present in the liquid-state.
The spatial rotation of the sample introduces a time-dependence to anisotropic
spin interactions, such as the CSA, homo/hetero-nuclear dipole-dipole interac-
tions, which are averaged out more and more efficiently as the spinning fre-
quency increases.

Figure 2.7(b–f) shows the 13C spectra of glycine at different spinning fre-
quencies. Due to the periodic time-dependence of the CSA and the dipole-
dipole interaction, the broad static line shape (see Fig. 2.7(a)) converges into
a centerband at the isotropic position and a set of spinning sidebands sepa-
rated by the spinning frequency from the isotropic chemical shift [80]. At high
spinning frequencies (Fig. 2.7(f)), the anisotropic part of the NMR interactions
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Figure 2.6: A general scheme for MAS setup. The sample holder (known as the
rotor) is spun at a frequency ωr, about the axis ZR with respect to the direction of
the static magnetic field B0.

will average out and two narrow spectral peaks are obtained, positioned at the
isotropic chemical shift, similar to a liquid-state NMR spectrum.

2.5 Structural Studies of Amorphous Materials by Solid-
state NMR

In the modern world, the demand for new materials with tailored properties
is ever increasing. To create materials with improved properties, it is impor-
tant to understand which local structural/compositional parameter will actu-
ally contribute to the required property. Therefore, it is important to conduct
a detailed characterization of the existing material before attempting to im-
prove its property. In the modern science, the structural characterization of a
crystalline material can be performed by using single-crystal X-ray diffraction
(XRD), powder X-ray diffraction [116] or transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) [1; 37; 128]. However, for amorphous materials, XRD/TEM usually
give very broad, featureless diffraction patterns, which fail to provide any de-
tailed structural insights. On the other hand solid-state NMR is a versatile tool
for characterizing any solid material (crystalline/amorphous) provided that the
material contains NMR active nuclei [79].
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Figure 2.7: 13C MAS spectra of a powdered sample of 99%-13C2-labeled glycine
at MAS rate of (a) 0 kHz, (b) 1 kHz, (c) 3 kHz, (d) 7 kHz, (e) 15 kHz and (f)
30 kHz on a 9.4 T spectrometer corresponding to a 400 MHz 1H frequency. All
spectra were recorded using a high power 1H decoupling of 100 kHz. The vertical
scaling of the spectra is indicated at the right hand side of the figure.
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Figure 2.8: (a) The Qn
P and Qn

Si species present in the bioactive glass and (b, c)
are the deconvoluted 31P and 29Si MAS NMR spectra, respectively.

2.6 NMR Methods

This section gives a brief introduction to the NMR methods used in this thesis.

2.6.1 Single Pulse Experiments

As I discussed in section 2.1.5, the single pulse experiment is the simplest
way to acquire an NMR spectra. In solid-state NMR single pulse experi-
ments are usually performed under MAS. Still the NMR spectra of glasses
often show very broad spectral features, which originate from the superposi-
tion of multiple NMR resonances arising from the isotropic-shift distribution
of disordered sites. By deconvoluting these broad NMR peaks, one is able to
extract important structural information like isotropic chemical shifts as well
as relative populations of each site. For a binary silicate or phosphate glass,
one can resolve peaks originating from each Qn

Si and Qn
P species in the 29Si

and 31P MAS NMR spectra. A 29Si nucleus of a fully polymerized Q4 unit
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resonates at around −110 ppm and the 29Si chemical shift changes by 10-
13 ppm for each conversion BO→NBO, i.e., changing the Qn → Qn−1 unit,
where 1 ≤ n ≤ 4. Figure 2.8 shows typical Qn

Si and Qn
P species present in a

soda-lime-phosphosilicate glass sample and their respective 29Si and 31P MAS
spectrum. By knowing the population (xQn

Si) of each species, one can calculate
the corresponding network connectivity by using eq. (1.1).

2.6.2 Spin-echo

The spin-echo pulse sequence was introduced by E. L Hahn in 1950 [45]. Spin-
echo is commonly used to measure T2 and it is also a very common building
block for many advanced pulse sequences for liquid-state as well as for solid-
state NMR experiments. The basic spin-echo sequence consists of a 90◦ pulse
followed by a delay τ/2 and a 180◦ pulse. The 180◦ pulse will invert the de-
phasing signal and after a time τ/2 the signal will refocus as shown in Fig. 2.9.
The spin echo sequence can refocus both the isotropic and anisotropic chemi-
cal shift [79].

Figure 2.9: Spin-echo pulse sequence.

2.6.3 Dipolar Recoupling

Most of the NMR experiments performed on solids require MAS to remove
or suppress anisotropic spin interactions. However, anisotropic spin interac-
tions can contain valuable information about the structure of the molecule e.g.,
for an isolated spin pair, the direct dipolar coupling depends upon the inter-
nuclear distance r. Therefore, average internuclear distances can be extracted
by selectively reintroducing this interaction, which can be achieved by apply-
ing specially designed rf-pulse schemes [17; 20; 59; 70; 73; 86–88; 113]. The
effect of MAS and dipolar recoupling using rf-fields is schematically shown
in Fig. 2.10. In general these rf-pulse schemes are part of recoupling pulse
sequences. Dipolar recoupling methods can be categorized into: (i) homonu-
clear recoupling (reintroduction of the coupling between spins of the same
type, e.g., 31P–31P, 29Si–29Si), (ii) heteronuclear recoupling (reintroduction of
the coupling between different spin species, e.g., 31P–23Na, 23Na–29Si).
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Figure 2.10: Principle of recoupling in MAS NMR.

2.6.4 Homonuclear dipolar recoupling

Homonuclear recoupling sequences can selectively reintroduce the dipolar cou-
pling (b jk) and can be used to extract structural information from crystalline
materials [123], such as internuclear distances.

2.6.4.1 Double-Quantum Filtration Experiments

Double-quantum filtration (2QF) experiments are used to selectively reintro-
duce the MAS averaged homonuclear dipole-dipole coupling in solids [13; 31;
95]. This kind of experiments are very useful to extract structural information
from materials since the measured dipolar coupling has an inverse cubic de-
pendence on the internuclear distance [13; 31; 95]. Therefore, the 2Q signal
buildup rate is inversely dependent on the internuclear distance; i.e., a shorter
internuclear distance shows a faster 2Q buildup, while a slower rate corre-
sponds to longer distances. A general pulse scheme and a typical example for
a 2Q buildup curve are shown in Fig. 2.11.

Figure 2.11: (a) Schematic representation of a 1D 2Q filtered experiment and
the corresponding coherence pathway. (b) Schematic illustration of 2Q buildup
curves obtained for a faster buildup (red) due to a shorter distance and a slower
for longer distance, respectively.

Therefore, measuring the dipolar coupling can provide direct access to the
internuclear distance and can be very useful for structure determination of ma-
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terials. For an amorphous material it is impossible to estimate the individual
dipolar coupling constant, because the material features a large set of internu-
clear distances. In such cases one can only access the square of the effective
dipolar coupling (b2

eff), which will be the sum of the squares of all individ-
ual dipolar coupling constants originating from each spin-pair, and can be ex-
pressed as

b2
eff =

all pairs

∑
j<k

b2
jk. (2.10)

According to eq. (2.6) the effective dipolar coupling (beff) depends mainly on
the shortest internuclear distances generated by the first coordination shell and
one may associate with an effective distance (reff)

reff =

(
4πbeff

µ0γ2h̄

)1/3

. (2.11)

2.6.4.2 Multiple-Quantum Experiments

Figure 2.12: (a) A pulse scheme for static MQ spin counting experiment (b)
the corresponding coherence order pathway. The phase Φ = m∆Φ, where m =
0,1,2, ...,(P− 1), P is the highest MQ that can be observe, ∆Φ = π/P, ∆′ =
2∆+ τp and τp is the π/2 pulse length. τexc. = τrec. = n(12∆+12τp).

In the early 1980s, Pines and co-workers introduced the multiple-quantum
coherence (MQC) based NMR technique called spin counting experiments to
assess the spin distributions in powders under static condition [10; 11; 137].
They showed that it is possible to excite 1H MQCs comprising more than 100
spins in a solid adamantane sample, by exploiting the through-space dipolar
coupling. With this technique, it may be possible to effectively differentiate
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randomly distributed spins from a clustered scenario and estimate the effective
cluster size in glasses [10; 11; 56; 69; 137]. Such spin counting technique is
used in Paper II.

A general scheme for the MQC experiment is depicted in Fig. 2.12. The
number of observed MQC orders will increase with excitation time until it
reaches the maximum cluster size. The intensities of the excited coherence
orders will usually follow a Gaussian distribution and thus the cluster size can
be determined by fitting the experimentally obtained MQC data [10; 55].

2.6.5 Heteronuclear dipolar recoupling

In heteronuclear dipolar recoupling experiments, the MAS-attenuated dipolar
coupling between two unlike spins will be reintroduced by using dedicated rf
pulse schemes [59]. Out of several heteronuclear recoupling schemes [22; 53]
the Rotational Echo DOble Resonance (REDOR) [42] and Rotational Echo
Adiabatic Passage DOuble Resonance (REAPDOR) experiments are widely
used in solid state NMR to extract the internuclear distance of each heteronu-
clear spin-pair.

2.6.5.1 REDOR and REAPDOR

The REDOR and REAPDOR experiments can reintroduce the heteronuclear
dipolar coupling, which leads to the dipolar dephasing of the observed NMR
signal. This type of experiments are very useful to extract the medium-range
structural features of amorphous materials like glasses [32; 34]. Our data
analysis is described in Paper IV. For an isolated spin-pair S–I the dipolar
coupling constant bS–I is characterized by its internuclear distance rS–I ac-
cording to eq. 2.7. In such a scenario, it is impossible to determine the
individual dipolar coupling constants, but the van Vleck dipolar second mo-
ment [125] M2(S–I) is experimentally assessable [14; 32; 40; 41; 115; 118]. In
REDOR/REAPDOR experiments, the S–spin NMR signal is detected after a
temporary recoupling of the MAS averaged S–I dipolar interaction during an
even integer (n) multiple of the rotor periods τr, where τr = v−1

r and vr is the
MAS frequency in units of Hz and the total recoupling time τrec = 2nτr. Such
a dipolar dephasing experiment yields an attenuated S-spin signal [S(τrec)]
relative to that observed in the absence of S–I recoupling, S0(τrec). The nor-
malized signal ∆S/S0 = [S0(τrec)−S(τrec)]/S0(τrec) will be proportional to the
heteronuclear S–I dipolar second moment M2 (S–I) [14; 32; 115; 118]:

∆S/S0 =
4A

I(I +1)
M2 (S–I)τ

2
rec
{

1−
[
B·M2 (S–I)τ

2
rec
]
+ · · ·

}
. (2.12)
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Figure 2.13: (a) Reference and (b) REDOR pulse sequence provide S0 and S
signal, respectively. Adapted with the permission from Paper IV. Copyright
2015 American Chemical Society.

Hence, for short recoupling intervals obeying M2(S–I)τ2
rec� 1, the NMR sig-

nal dephasing depends quadratically on τrec, whereas ∆S/S0 approaches unity
for large τrec-values because S(τrec) ≈ 0 [115]. A and B are constants and
their values are given in ref. [115]. The rf pulse scheme used for the het-
eronuclear REDOR/REAPDOR recoupling experiments are depicted in Figs.
2.13 and 2.14. We employed 23Na{31P} and 23Na{29Si} REDOR [41] ex-
periments to estimate the second moments M2(Na–P) and M2(Na–Si) of the
glasses. REDOR reintroduces the S–I through space interactions by a series
of rotor-synchronized 180◦ pulses applied to the I spins, while the reference
experiment providing S0(τrec), utilizes a Hahn spin-echo with a total delay of
2nτr.

Figure 2.14: (a) Reference and (b) REAPDOR pulse sequences. Adapted with
the permission from Paper IV. Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society.
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On the other hand, M2(P–Na) is estimated by using a 31P{23Na} REAP-
DOR NMR experiment [32; 40]. As shown in Fig. 2.14, in REAPDOR NMR
experiments the 180◦ recoupling pulses were applied to the detected S-spins
(S=1/2), whereas an adiabatic-passage pulse is applied to 23Na (i.e., the I-spins)
at the center of the recoupling interval (τrec/2); the latter pulse is omitted in
the S0(τrec) reference experiment (see Fig 2.14).

2.6.5.2 Cross-polarization

Solid-state NMR experiments of a certain nucleus with low natural abundance,
such as 13C, 15N and 29Si are difficult even if one applies the line narrow-
ing techniques like MAS and dipolar decoupling. The direct observation of
these nuclei are often very time-consuming because of the low natural abun-
dance, small magnetogyric ratio and very long spin-lattice relaxation time con-
stants (T1). In solids this problem can be overcome by employing the cross-
polarization combined with magic-angle-spinning [2; 36; 67; 84; 99; 114] (CP-
MAS) technique, if abundant (I) and dilute (S) nuclei coexist. Fortunately this
is the case for most of the organic compounds and for certain inorganic mate-
rials as well. Cross-polarisation transfer is mediated by the through space het-
eronuclear dipolar interaction between the I and S spins. CPMAS experiments
are applicable for proton bearing samples (e.g., hydroxyapatite, NaH2PO4)
transferring the magnetization from the 1H to reduce the experimental time by
increasing the signal intensity and reducing the repetition time, since the 1H
T1 (∼1–5 s) are usually much shorter than 31P which is normally on the order
of 100 s. A schematic illustration of a CP pulse program with high power 1H
decoupling is shown in Fig. 2.15.

Figure 2.15: The pulse sequence used for cross-polarization.

The CP experiment is performed by first generating the I-transverse mag-
netization by applying an appropriate rf-field. Then the I-spin transverse mag-
netization will be spin-locked simultaneously with the S-spin by applying rf-
fields corresponding to the Larmor frequencies of both I and S spins. Un-
der MAS conditions, the magnetization transfer from I spin to S spin will
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occur if the amplitude of the rf-fields ω I
nut and ωS

nut satisfies the modified
Hartmann-Hahn condition [46]

ω
S
nut = ω

I
nut±nωr ≡ γsBS

1 = γIBI
1±nωr, (2.13)

where γI and γS are the magnetogyric ratios of the I and S spins, respectively,
ωr is the spinning frequency and n can have values of ±1 or ±2. CPMAS
experiments are generally used to improve the signal-to-noise ratio and res-
olution and reduce the experimental time. They also provide structural in-
formation like average internuclear distance between the I and S spins. The
CP buildup rate is directly proportional to the effective heteronuclear dipolar
coupling (beff) between I and S spins, which is inversely proportional to the
cube root of the average I–S internuclear distances. Hence, measuring the CP
buildup rate may provide structural information.

2.6.5.3 Heteronuclear Correlation

Heteronuclear correlation (HETCOR) is one of the most basic two-dimensional
(2D) experiments used to prove heteronuclear contacts. In solids this can
be achieved by a simple extension of the cross-polarization experiment by
separating the 90◦ pulse that generates the initial transverse magnetization
from the Hartmann-Hahn matching pulses by an incrementing time period
t1 [27; 35; 63; 79; 83; 110; 126]. The pulse sequence used for the HETCOR
experiments is shown in Fig. 2.16.

I
1
( H)

S

CP DECOUPLING

CP

p/2
t1

t2

Figure 2.16: The pulse sequence used for heteronuclear correlation experiment.
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3. Summary of Papers

3.1 Our Glass Series Design

Accurate knowledge about the composition-structure interplay is vital for the
design of new bioactive glasses with higher bioactivity and tailored properties.
As discussed in Section 1.3, the bioactivity of silicate-based glasses mainly
depend on two parameters: (i) the silicate network connectivity and (ii) the
phosphorus (P) content.

Conventionally, bioactive glass compositions are expressed in weight per-
centages rather than mol%. Obviously, this makes it very difficult to control
the glass structure while changing the composition, such as when making sub-
stitutions of modifier ions with widely differing atomic weights. The problems
with changing the glass composition based on weight percentages was pointed
out by O’Donnell and Hill [89]. They showed that the differences in the atomic
weights of calcium and strontium (40 and 88 g/mol, respectively) resulted in
strong changes in the silicate network connectivity when Ca was replaced by
Sr on a weight-% basis. This may detrimentally affect the glass dissolution,
ion release thereby lower the apatite formation rate. On the other hand, stoi-
chiometric substitution of one modifier ion with another one on a molar basis
will keep the silicate network connectivity relatively constant.

The most common bioactive glass-series design involves a direct replace-
ment of Si by P without adding stoichiometric amounts of modifier ions to
keep PO3−

4 groups charge-balanced. Then the orthophosphate groups remove
stoichiometric amounts of modifier ions from the silicate network, thereby al-
tering the Qn

Si speciation to considerably increase the silicate network connec-
tivity [28; 29]. Therefore, it may appear that the bioactivity deteriorates as
the P content increases. On the other hand, when adding P2O5 together with
stoichiometric amounts of network modifiers to keep P as orthophosphate, the
silicate network connectivity stay constant, as shown by O’Donnell et. al. [94]
and the bioactivity increases with the phosphate content [33; 52; 91]. Hence,
the key to studying the effect of one composition parameter is to avoid simul-
taneous changes in the silicate network connectivity.

To evaluate the structural alterations solely stemming from a change in ei-
ther the P content or the silicate network connectivity, we prepared a set of 16
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BG samples of the quaternary Na2O–CaO–SiO2–P2O5 glass system, each la-
beled BGp(NSi

BO), with 0≤ p≤ 6.0 representing the P2O5 content in mol% (see
Table 3.1). Note that the BG2.6(2.1) specimen corresponds to the widely uti-
lized “45S5 Bioglass®” [48]. These 16 samples are mainly composed of three
glass series with almost constant NSi

BO, featuring nominal values of NSi
BO
∼= 2.1,

NSi
BO=2.5 and NSi

BO=2.9, respectively. The P content of each of these NSi
BO glass

series increased up to 6 mol% by simply assuming that all the P added to the
glass will exclusively stay as orthophosphate groups (PO3−

4 ), thereby requiring
a known net amount of the Na+/Ca2+ network modifiers for charge balance.
Henceforth, the subscript p is dropped whenever referring to all the members
of a given series of glasses with constant NSi

BO. Note that the BG families
BG(2.5) and BG(2.9) have constant nNa/nCa molar ratio of 1.54. This implies
that the total nNa + nCa amount increases simultaneously with nP across each
BG(2.1), BG(2.5) and BG(2.9) series, while the amount of Si nSi decreases,
comprising roughly a net replacement of Si→P (see; Table 3.1). Our glass
design strategy was very similar to the recent studies [39; 90; 94], the main
differences are that we vary the P content and the NSi

BO values 2.1≤NSi
BO ≤ 2.9

over considerably larger ranges than in previous work. Note that the series en-
compasses both bioactive (NSi

BO = 2.1 and 2.5) and non-bioactive (NSi
BO = 2.9)

glasses.
Besides these three NSi

BO branches with variable P contents, there are series
of glasses with nearly constant P contents (e.g.,∼ 2−3% and 6%) but variable
NSi

BO values (see Table 3.1). These series enable us to selectively probe the
structural changes that are solely originating from the variation of the silicate
network-connectivity.

We also included two binary CaO–SiO2 glasses labeled by BG0(NSi
BO)Ca,

and one Na2O–SiO2–PO5 glass (BG6.0(2.5)Na) devoid of Ca.
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Figure 3.1: The powder X-ray diffraction patterns of melt-prepared BGs.

The details about the glass synthesis is given in Paper II. Except for
BG6.0(2.9), all glass specimens studied in the thesis were devoid of any crys-
talline impurities (.1%), as verified by employing powder X-ray diffraction;
see Fig. 3.1. The BG6.0(2.9) shows a small peak in the X-ray powder pattern,
indicating a non negligible amount of crystalline impurity. The homogeneity
of the glass and its elemental composition was analyzed using scanning elec-
tron microscope (SEM) coupled with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) using the back-scattered electron detector.
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3.2 Short-Range Structural Order

3.2.1 Silicate and Phosphate Speciation

For soda-lime-phosphosilicate glasses with a constant nNa/nCa ratio, the 29Si
chemical shift mainly depends on the average silicate network connectivity
and the modifier ion distribution around the silicates. The NSi

BO value depends
in turn on the detailed populations of the {Qn

Si} species. In case of a random
modifier ion distribution, the average chemical shift of each Qn

Si group will
only depends on the relative stoichiometric amounts of the various modifier
ions. In our glass series, we have a constant nNa/nCa ratio for the BG(2.5)
and BG(2.9) branches, hence, identical 29Si MAS NMR spectra are expected
among members within each such set of glasses. In contrast, an increasing NSi

BO
will reflect a net conversion of Qn→Qn+1 (0≤ n < 4) and that will change the
centre-of-gravity shift (δ Si

CG) towards a more negative shift [79]. The top panel
of Fig. 3 in Paper I shows very similar 29Si spectra obtained from BG(2.5) and
BG(2.9) glass series (regardless the actual phosphate content), as expected.
The 29Si MAS NMR spectra shown in Fig. 2 of Paper I are corroborating
the expected lowering of δ Si

CG from the larger amounts of higher-n Qn
Si species

in the high-NSi
BO series. The Qn

Si populations obtained by iterative fitting (see
Table 3 of Paper I) confirm a very similar populations of Qn

Si species within
each series.

Figure 1 of the Paper I confirms that the phosphate content of the glass
mainly comprises orthophosphate (Q0

P) units with a minor contribution from
the Q1

P groups. As evidenced from Figs. 1 and 3 of Paper I, the P2O5 content
does not influence the silicate/phosphate Qn speciation in our glasses for NSi

BO
. 2.9 and P2O5 content up to 6 mol%. As we discussed earlier, increasing
the SiO2 content will increase the NSi

BO that convert the lower Qn
Si units to

Qn+1
Si ones, see Fig. 2 of Paper I.

3.2.2 Compositional Dependence of Phosphate speciation

The present experimental results from a large set of a Na2O–CaO–SiO2–P2O5
glass system confirm and extend the inferences made by Grussaute et. al. [39]
(who studied glasses for two series of high NSi

BO > 2.6 and low P contents
≤ 2.4 molmol% P2O5) that for a constant silicate network connectivity and
nNa/nCa ratio, the amount of Q1

P groups is independent of the actual P2O5 con-
tent. For glasses with constant nNa/nCa ratio, the phosphate speciation is only
dependent on the silicate network connectivity. Moreover, we established a
linear correlation between the orthophosphate content against NSi

BO for the first
time; (see Fig. 3.2). We verified that this correlation is valid for glasses in
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Figure 3.2: Plot of orthophosphate content against silicate network connectivity.

the parameter ranges of 2.1≤ NSi
BO . 2.9 and 1≤p ≤ 6. Hence, the orthophos-

phate population is directly proportional to the amount of P present in the glass,
which is evidenced from the Fig. 6 of Paper I.

For our glass series, we demonstrated this for glasses with up to 6 mol%
P2O5 content, except for one sample BG6.0(2.9), where we saw an additional
orthophosphate component (see Fig. 1 of Paper I) resonating around 3 ppm.
This peak might originate from a glass-in-glass phase separation. Because we
failed to make optically clear glasses with > 6 mol% P2O5, we suggest this to
be the upper limit under standard melt-quench conditions.

3.2.3 Validation of our hypothesis and its applicability

Based on the 29Si and 31P NMR results, we proved that our initial assumptions
about the glass series design are valid. That means it is possible to design
BGs with an arbitrary NSi

BO value while varying the phosphate content at least
up to 6 mol%. It is generally believed that glasses with a given NSi

BO value
the bioactivity increases along with the P content [33]. A minor correction of
the added modifier content is required to account for the formation of minor
fractions of Q1

P groups. However, their amounts remain very low for glasses
featuring silicate network connectivity values in the range of 2.0≤ NSi

BO ≤2.6.
Note that the corrected and nominal NSi

BO was very close to the 29Si MAS NMR
derived network connectivity; see Table 4 in Paper I.
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Figure 3.3: (a) 23Na average isotropic chemical shift and (b) 23Na shift distribu-
tion plotted against ρMtot. Reprinted in part with the permission from Paper IV.
Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.

3.2.4 Local Na Environment in BG

To explore the local Na environment in the glass series, we employed 23Na
MAS experimentation because the 23Na average quadrupolar product CQη and

the average isotropic chemical shift (δ
iso
Na) directly reflect its local chemical

environment. Here CQη is defined as CQ
√

1+η/3, where η is the asymmetry
parameter. A selection of 23Na spectra is displayed in Fig. 2(a, b) of Paper
IV. The average quadrupolar product is extracted by fitting the experimental
spectra to numerical simulations and shows a nearly constant value CQη ≈
3.6 MHz, indicating a similar local Na environment in all glass samples.

This is also clear from the very similar 23Na isotropic chemical shift distri-
bution (W iso

Na ) of 18.7-20.1 ppm in Fig. 3.3(b). For the first time, we established
a linear correlation between the 23Na isotropic shifts and the total network
modifier content in silicate-based glasses (Fig. 3.3(a)). This suggests a nearly
random intermixing of the Na+/Ca2+ ions in the present set of BGs.
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Figure 3.4: (a) Double quantum buildup curves and (b) the zoomed data with
corresponding best-fit curves shown by the dashed lines. Solid lines are just
guide to the eye. Adapted with the permission from Paper III. Copyright 2014
American Chemical Society.

3.3 Medium Range Order

3.3.1 Orthophosphate Distribution in Melt-Prepared Glasses

The orthophosphate distribution in the melt-prepared bioactive glasses are ex-
plored using dipolar-based homonuclear recoupling techniques. One can es-
timate the effective P–P internuclear distance, which will shed light on the
phosphate distribution in the glass structure. Figure 3.4(a) plots the double
quantum filtered (2QF) efficiencies versus the excitation time (τexc) for a se-
lected set of BGs along with a crystalline reference sample of hydroxyapatite
(HAref ).

The effective P–P internuclear distances (reff) are reflected in the 2QF sig-
nal buildup rates, where shorter internuclear distances (on the average) give
a faster 2QF signal buildup, whereas longer distances reflect a slower 2QF
buildup. As expected, HAref has the fastest 2QF buildup since it is a contin-
uous 3D network of orthophosphate groups. The 2QF buildup rate correlates
well with the effective P content, see Fig. 3.4.
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Figure 3.5: Experimentally obtained effective dipolar coupling (beff) plotted
against the P2O5 content in mol%. The solid circles represent the experimen-
tal values extracted by fitting the 2QF buildup data. The solid square symbols
and solid lines represent the corresponding beff calculated for the three different
5-spin clusters, respectively. The open triangles and dashed line represent the
beff from the randomly distributed orthophosphate units with a minimum P–P
distance as indicated in red letters. Adapted with the permission from Paper III.
Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

The effective dipolar couplings (beff) were extracted using eq. (2.10) and
the best-fit result is plotted in Fig. 3.4(b). The corresponding beff/2π values are
tabulated in Table 2 of Paper III. These NMR-derived beff-values are 15-20%
higher than the one reported in the Paper II. The lower values are attributed
to the presence of rf-inhomogenity (the study of Paper II used full rotors,
whereas that in Paper III used restricted samples) and paramagnetic doping
of the present glass (0.1 wt% Fe2O3). The reliability of our new 2QF values
was confirmed by the excellent agreement between the experimental beff-value
of -648 Hz observed for the polycrystalline HAref sample and that of -665 Hz
calculated from the crystal structure.

In Paper II, we reported the absence of any strong clustering ( i.e., ≥
5 PO3−

4 units) of phosphate groups in BGs. In Paper III we confined the
previous findings more quantitatively. Figure 3.5 plots each experimentally
obtained effective dipolar coupling from the glass along with randomly dis-
tributed 5-spin clusters selected from three crystalline orthophosphate struc-
tures of α-Ca3(PO4)2, β -Ca3(PO4)2 and β -NaCaPO4. For the glasses with
≤ 6 mol% of P2O5, the effective dipolar coupling is lower than that derived
from any of the three crystalline 5-spin clusters, which confirmed the absence
of clustering in glasses with up to 6 mol% of P2O5. At the highest P content
≈ 6 mol%, the NMR results are consistent with either randomly distributed
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Figure 3.6: Static spin counting results obtained from various (M)BGs and crys-
talline hydroxyapatite. Note that the maximum excitation time for S853.4 sam-
ple was 3.4 ms. Reprinted with the permission from Paper II. Copyright 2013
American Chemical Society.

PO4 units or the presence of small clusters of five PO4 groups (see Fig. 3.5).
These alternative interpretations are possible simply because the effective P–P
internuclear distances for randomly distributed PO4 units will decrease as the
P content increases. Overall our results confirm that in the present bioactive
glasses, the orthophosphate moieties are randomly distributed in the silicate
matrix with a minimum P–P distance of . 360 pm Paper III.

Figure 3.6 plots the static 31P spin-counting results obtained from the BGs
and MBGs at various excitation times (τexc). It confirms the absence of any
strong clustering in any of the melt-prepared BG samples, where only 2QC is
present at the shortest excitation time. Higher orders start to buildup as the
excitation time extends. This is true for the BG6.0(2.5) and BG4.0(2.9) sam-
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ples, while the BG2.6(2.1) sample only shows a very small 4QC intensity even
at the longest excitation time of 4.8 ms. Note that the highest MQC order ex-
cited for the glasses are 6QC order for the BG6.0(2.5) and BG4.0(2.9) samples
(τexc=4.8 ms). The intensity of each of the 4QC and 6QC orders qualitatively
follow the P content of the sample. This suggests randomly distributed phos-
phate groups. We confirmed these inferences quantitatively in Paper III by
using NMR experiments and molecular dynamics simulations.

3.3.2 Orthophosphate Distribution in Mesoporous Bioactive Glasses

Unlike in the melt-prepared BGs, in MBGs the orthophosphate groups are
present in a nano-meter-sized clusters. For the first time, we provided un-
ambiguous experimental evidence for the existence of phosphate clusters in
MBGs samples in Paper II. Figure 3 of Paper II shows the 2QF buildup
curves obtained from the two MBG (S853.4 and S584.3) specimens, along with
melt-prepared BG samples and crystalline reference sample HAref. The much
faster 2QF buildup observed from S853.4 compared to any other BG or MBG
sample clearly indicates the existence of much shorter P–P distances. This fea-
ture is even more clear from the 31P spin-counting results plotted in Fig. 3.6,
where we were able to excite all MQC orders up to 8. This provided a min-
imum cluster size of 9 orthophosphate groups. The real cluster size is likely
to be larger. On the other hand, the S584.3 sample shows a very similar 2QF
buildup rate as the BG6.0(2.5) sample. The highest MQC order of 6 exited for
S584.3 sample for even longer excitation time of 4.8 ms suggest overall much
smaller clusters of PO4 groups compared to that in S853.4.

3.3.3 Composition-Dependence of Orthophosphate Clustering

Our experimental data suggest that the orthophosphate units are randomly
distributed in moderately fragmented melt-prepared glass structures featuring
. 6 mol% P2O5. Along with the modifier (Na+ and Ca2+) cations, the or-
thophosphate group naturally occupy interstitial positions around the silicate
network (see Fig. 3.7(a,b)). This random distribution scenario of PO3−

4 ions
remains essentially the same as long as the glass features a sufficiently open
silicate network that can easily accommodate the orthophosphate groups.

However, as the silicate network connectivity increases (NSi
BO & 3), the

interstitial spaces will reduce by the very dense 3D silicate network. When
the interstitial space is insufficient to accommodate any substantial amounts
of orthophosphate groups, a phase separation into Si-rich and P-rich regions
occurs. Such a scenario applies to the pore-walls of the MBGs, as illustrated in
Fig. 3.7(c,d). Both MBG samples with NSi

BO & 3 show the phosphate clustering
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Figure 3.7: Schematic illustration of the orthophosphate distribution in the sil-
icate matrix of melt-prepared glasses with low and high P content melt-derived
BGs (a) BG2.6(2.1), (b) BG6.0(2.5), respectively, as well as the sol-gel derived (c)
S853.4 and (d) S584.3. Reprinted with the permission from Paper II. Copyright
2013 American Chemical Society.

tendency, where the Si-rich S853.4 have large orthophosphate clusters, whereas
the Ca-rich and lower-NSi

BO S584.3 structure features much smaller cluster.

3.3.4 The Na+/Ca2+ ion distribution

In this section, I discuss the modifier-ion distributions in the bioactive glass
samples.

The interatomic Na–P contacts were probed by employing 23Na{31P} RE-
DOR, as well as 31P{23Na} REAPDOR, NMR experiments. Figure 3.8(a)
shows a selection of 23Na{31P} REDOR-curves recorded from BGs with dif-
ferent P2O5 contents. The 23Na signal-dephasing increases with the number
density of P (ρP). This indicates a gradual increase in the number of phosphate
groups around the Na+ sites. The second moment M2(Na–P) of the 23Na–31P
dipolar contacts for each samples were extracted by numerically fitting the ini-
tial part of the experimental (∆S/S0 . 0.2) data to eq. (2.12). Figure 3.8(c)
shows a zoom of the initial dephasing region of the 23Na{31P} REDOR NMR
data plotted together with the best-fit data. The estimated MMD

2 (Na–P)-values
are listed in Table 3.2.

Figure 3.8(b) shows the 31P{23Na} REAPDOR NMR curves for selected
glass samples with increasing Na content. The REAPDOR data shows a simi-
lar trend as the REDOR data; with the only difference that the signal dephasing
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Figure 3.8: (a) 23Na{31P} READOR and (b) 31P{23Na} REAPDOR curves. (c)
and (d) show the initial dephasing data plotted together with the best-fit curves for
the READOR and REAPDOR data, respectively. Reprinted with the permission
from Paper IV. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.

Table 3.2: M2(Na–P) and M2(P–Na) extracted from the corresponding
23Na{31P} REDOR and 31P{23Na} REAPDOR NMR experiments, respectively.
Reprinted the with permission from Paper IV. Copyright 2015, American Chem-
ical Society.

glass M2(Na–P) M2(P–Na)
104 Hz2 105 Hz2

BG2.6(2.1) 2.18±0.01 9.20±0.12
BG6.0(2.1) 4.49±0.02 7.55±0.10

BG2.0(2.5) 1.59±0.02 7.49±0.10
BG4.0(2.5) 2.95±0.04 6.94±0.10
BG6.0(2.5) 4.36±0.05 7.24±0.28
BG6.0(2.5)Na 5.45±0.01 16.91±0.19

BG2.6(2.7) 1.92±0.02 7.44±0.10

BG2.0(2.9) 1.40±0.03 6.11±0.10
BG4.0(2.9) 2.79±0.03 6.27±0.21
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Figure 3.9: (a) M2(Na–P) and (b) M2(P–Na) data plotted against the respective
number density ρNa and ρP. (c) and (d) shows the normalized second moment
M2(Na–P)/ρP and M2(P–Na)/ρNa, respectively. Reprinted with the permission
from Paper IV. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.

is now dictated by the number density of Na (ρNa). Figure 3.8(d) displays the
initial ∆S/S0 regime versus τrec, along with the best-fit results to eq. (2.12).
The extracted M2(P–Na) values are given in Table 3.2.

The absence of any noticeable Na–P clustering in the present BGp(NSi
BO)

glass structures is evidenced from the linear correlation between each ρP and
ρNa number density and the respective M2(Na–P) and M2(P–Na) values (see
Fig. 3.9). In case of an aggregation of species I around S (i.e., a cluster for-
mation of SIn), M2(S–I) remains essentially constant and independent on the
number density ρI, whereas in our case, the I nuclei are randomly distributed
in the structure, which leads to a linear increase of the corresponding M2(S–I)
with number density of I ρI. This means that the ratio M2(S–I)/ρI remains
essentially constant [32; 105; 122; 127]. The normalized second moments,
M2(Na–P)/ρP and M2(P–Na)/ρNa are plotted in Fig. 3.9(b, d). They are very
similar for all glasses, with the scatter around the average values conveying the
extents of deviations from a random distribution of Na+ around the phosphate
groups (and vice versa).
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3.4 Biomimetically Grown Calcium Phosphates on a Meso-
porous Bioactive Glass

In this section I discuss the characteristics of amorphous calcium phosphate
(ACP) and hydroxy-carbonate apatite (HCA) constituents that was biomimet-
ically grown at the surface of the mesoporous bioactive glass S853.4 (hence-
forth, I drop the subscript when referring S85 pristine sample) when subjected
to either SBF or TIRS-solution. In the literature, very few NMR studies are re-
ported on synthetic [8; 12; 26; 58; 71; 106; 121] or biomimetic [43; 44; 64]
ACP. The present study involves (to our best knowledge) the first detailed
analysis of the 1H–31P CP dynamics and NMR relaxation time-constants as-
sociated with both biomimetically grown ACP and the amorphous calcium
phosphate clusters (CaP) initially present in the pore-wall of the S85 speci-
men [43; 71].

We also compared the NMR properties of the structurally ordered com-
ponents of the phosphate layer generated by the TRIS/SBF treatment with
those observed from a synthetic crystalline hydroxyapatite sample (labeled
“HAref ”). Such experimentation provides qualitative information about the
(shortest) 1H–31P internuclear distances in a structure, here revealing very sim-
ilar 1H–31P spatial contacts in each pair of amorphous CaP/ACP and crystalline
HCA/HAref phases: this underscores their close structural similarities.

3.4.1 NMR Characterization of Synthetic and Biomimetic Apatite

Figure 3.10 displays the 2D HETCOR spectra recorded from the S85 sample,
as well as after its exposure to SBF and TRIS buffered solution: the latter are
denoted sbf 16h and tris16h, respectively. From the 2D spectra it is very clear
that orthophosphate group present in S85 are closely associated with protons
from H2O molecules. On the other hand, the most prominent 1H–31P contact
in the SBF/TRIS-exposed samples are from the biomimetic HCA phase. The
main distinctions between the HAref sample and the nanocrystalline HA/HCA
components of the biomimetic phosphate layer are broader 1H and 31P NMR
signals from the latter, reflecting a higher structural disorder (as expected).

3.4.2 Phosphorus-Proton Environments in ACP and HA.

We unambiguously proved that orthophosphate groups in the biomimetic ACP
are in close spatial proximity to water molecules, but not to OH groups or
acidic protons, regardless whether they formed in simulated body fluid or
TRIS-buffered water. This finding is consistent with the “Posner cluster”, the
structural model for ACP proposed by Posner et. al. [100]. In their struc-
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Figure 3.10: 1H–31P 2D HETCOR recorded from S85 and its tris and sbf treated
sample. Reprinted with the permission from Paper V. Copyright 2011 American
Chemical Society.
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Table 3.3: 31P and 1H NMR parameters obtained either from single pulse MAS
or 2D HETCOR NMR experiments. Reprinted with the permission from Paper
V. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society.

31P Single Pulse 2D HETCOR
Sample δ max

P fwhm (δH; δP)[HA] fwhm[HA]
(ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm)

S85 3.06 6.30±0.08 (-0.3; 3.1) ≈ 0.7; n.d.
sbf 16h 3.22 2.81±0.04 (0.0; 3.0) 1.2; 1.8
tris16h 3.06 2.50±0.04 (-0.15; 3.0) 0.8; 1.5
HAref 3.06 0.67±0.02 n.d. 0.5

ture, ACP is built by aggregates of Ca9(PO4)6 clusters, with water molecules
occupying the interstitial space between the clusters Paper V.

We observed a roughly twice as large CP buildup-rate for the amorphous
phosphates (ACP and CaP) relative to the synthetic/biomimetic crystalline ap-
atite structures (HA and HAref ), see Fig. 6 of Paper V. This reflects the lower
proton density in the crystalline structures. Eq. (1) of Paper V then implies
the following relationship between the effective dipolar coupling constants:

bHA
eff =

√
2bACP

eff (3.1)

Eq. (3.1) is consistent with a multitude of distinct 1H–31P coupling-topologies
and may not provide detailed structural insight. However, in HCA only OH
groups are present, whereas interstitial water molecules are the proton source
in the ACP structure (Fig. 3 of Paper V): then, "one plausible and natural
structural scenario consistent with Eq. (3.1) is the replacement of each OH
group in the apatite structure by one H2O molecule (accompanied by removal
of one Ca2+ ion), such that each shortest 1H–31P distance in apatite becomes
two (nearly) equal heteronuclear distances in ACP. This provides a doubled
proton density in the latter structure, and the following stoichiometric relation-
ship" Paper V:

Ca9(PO4)6 ·2H2O+Ca2+←→ Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2 +2H+. (3.2)

The left-hand side is formulated based on the “Posner cluster” as structural
unit. This structural scenario of H2O←→ OH substitution leads to the previ-
ously suggested interstitial structural water molecules present in ACP [26].
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Conclusions

By using solid-state 31P and 29Si NMR experiments, we systematically ex-
plored the structural dependencies of the Qn

Si and Qn
P environment in

Na2O–CaO–SiO2–P2O5 bioactive glasses over a wide compositional range.
Our results evidence that bioactive glasses may be prepared with a constant
silicate network connectivity (NSi

BO) and variable P2O5 contents p ≤ 6 mol%.
As long as NSi

BO is constant, the fractional populations of the phosphate groups
(Qn

P) are independent of the P2O5 content and we established a linear correla-
tion between the orthophosphate fraction and the silicate network connectivity.
Our results demonstrate that it is possible to design highly bioactive glasses
that combine large amounts of orthophosphate ions and a favorable network
connectivity (NSi

BO < 2.6).

The orthophosphate distribution in Na2O–CaO–SiO2–P2O5 glass struc-
tures depends primarily on the silicate network connectivity. In melt-prepared
glasses, the orthophosphate groups are essentially randomly distributed in the
relatively fragmented silicate networks (NSi

BO . 2.9), whereas they start to
phase-separate for P-rich compositions when NSi

BO exceeds 2.9. The situation is
different for EISA-generated MBGs. Note that such structures are also associ-
ated with high network connectivities. In the dense network of the Si-rich and
Ca-poor S85 MBG specimen, P is present as nm-sized orthophosphate clusters.
On the other hand, in the Ca-richer and thereby more open structure of the S58
MBG, much smaller cluster-sizes are observed. We believe that a densely in-
terconnected Si–O–Si network will push the PO3−

4 ions away from the network
and facilitate a phase separation. Hence, such spatial considerations account
naturally for the presence of nm-sized phosphate clusters in MBGs (implying
"phase separated" pore-walls), as well as for the onset of a macroscopic sep-
aration into Si-rich and P-rich phases in the cases of melt-prepared BGs with
NSi

BO > 2.9.

We also showed that the Qn
P or Qn

Si groups do not have any pronounced
selectivity for the modifier ions: both Na+ and Ca2+ ions are essentially ran-
domly distributed among the silicate and phosphate structural units.
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The phosphorus and proton environments in synthetic and biomimetically
grown phosphates were compared by using 1H and 31P CP/MAS NMR exper-
iments. The biomimetically grown surface layer of calcium phosphate con-
tains nanocrystalline hydroxy-carbonate apatite (HCA) and amorphous cal-
cium phosphate. Our studies revealed that the calcium phosphate clusters
present in the MBG have similar 1H–31P contacts with those of the in vitro
grown amorphous calcium phosphate. Analogously, the biomimetic HCA ex-
hibits very similar phosphate environments as those of a commercial hydroxy-
apatite sample with a well-ordered structure.
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